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As the DoD strives for greater
digital capabilities, it becomes
exponentially more effective
on the battlefield and yet
more vulnerable to preemptive attacks – both virtual
and physical – on the digital
networks and technologies
that enable the U.S. military’s
modern lethality.

ver the last 20 years, digital technologies have
revolutionized modern warfare. From network-centric warfare of the 1990s to Donald
Rumsfeld’s transformation to today’s Third Offset,
digital technologies have become the linchpin of U.S.
weapons, tactics, and strategy. Soldiers on the battlefield
coordinate air strikes using digital datalink and a tablet.
Headquarters commanders, once reliant on radios to
receive battle updates, watch digital feeds of streaming
videos on common operating pictures populated by terabytes of near real time digital data. Cruise missiles and
bombs receive satellite relays of digital navigation and
targeting updates to destroy enemy targets day and night,
in rain and snow, in foliage-covered jungles and dense
urban centers. Digital data and the networks that store,
process, and disseminate that data have made the U.S.
military extraordinarily capable.
But these digital capabilities have also made the U.S.
military extraordinarily vulnerable. A 2013 Defense
Science Board Report warned, “the cyber threat is
serious ... with present capabilities and technology it
is not possible to defend with confidence against the
most sophisticated cyber attacks.”1 The FY 2014 Annual
Report from the DoD’s Operational Test and Evaluation
Director concluded, “the continued development of
advanced cyber intrusion techniques makes it likely that
determined cyber adversaries can acquire a foothold
in most DoD networks, and could be in a position to
degrade important DoD missions when and if they chose
to.”2 Meanwhile, reports have surfaced of vulnerabilities
within the defense industrial base3 and next-generation
weapons systems.4
Together these capabilities and vulnerabilities create
a dangerous dynamic for the United States. As the
DoD strives for greater digital capabilities, it becomes
exponentially more effective on the battlefield and yet
more vulnerable to pre-emptive attacks – both virtual
and physical – on the digital networks and technologies that enable the U.S. military’s modern lethality.
Further, as systems and tactics shift from digitally
enhanced to digitally dependent, the United States may
inadvertently place itself in a position to either take a
debilitating first strike from adversaries or else strike
first in order to preserve the digital capabilities necessary
for modern warfare. This paradox of digital capability
and vulnerability leads to an important consideration for U.S. policymakers: Do we go all in on digital
warfare and accept the vulnerabilities in order to build
the most capable military possible? Or do we sacrifice
military capability in order to decrease the chance
of inadvertent conflict?
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Beyond Cyber Warfare: Digitally
Independent, Digitally-Enabled, and
Digitally-Dependent Warfare
The vast majority of discussion about digital advancements and war has focused on operations exclusively
within the cyberspace domain, or “cyber warfare.”
However, what makes cyber warfare a potential game
changer for modern conflict is the connection that states
have built between digital capabilities and conventional
warfare. These connections create lucrative cyber targets
that impact conventional military effectiveness. It is
therefore important to understand not only a state’s (or
non-state’s) cyber capabilities, but also its use of digital
technologies to conduct conventional conflict within
the air, sea, land, and space domains. For some states,
digital capabilities play only a small role in their overall
strategy, while others’ digital capabilities are linchpins
in their conventional warfighting strategies. Whether
a state is only marginally reliant on digital technologies, completely independent of these technologies, or
completely dependent on them has a significant impact
on both crisis dynamics and conventional military
capabilities. Three categories of digital dependency
illustrate how the spectrum of digital reliance impacts
conflict: digitally-independent, digitally-enabled, and
digitally-dependent states.
Digitally-Independent States
Digitally-independent states use almost no digital
technologies to conduct conventional warfighting. This
means their weapons generally are not linked to larger
networks and can conduct only basic line-of-sight targeting functions. Communications are limited to fixed
cable, analog satellite relays, and radio/high frequency
transmissions. For digitally-independent militaries,
command and control over the horizon is significantly
limited, mobile operations are difficult, if not impossible,

limited ability to respond in near real time to adversary
changes or conduct dynamic precision targeting. These
states are, however, less vulnerable to cyber attacks. Their
reliance on less sophisticated and less diffuse networks
leaves very few useful cyber targets and means that
attacks on digital infrastructures are less likely to affect
overall combat effectiveness.
Very few states today are completely digitally independent. However, there are states that – with limited military
budgets, few larger nations willing to support them, and
perhaps a largely domestic security focus – are still reliant
on Cold War-era analog technologies. These are, for
example, states like Cuba or Zimbabwe. To date, digital
independence has been less a conscious strategy for states
to mitigate vulnerabilities and more a default condition
created because of lack of resources or security needs.
Digitally-Enabled States
Digitally-enabled states use digital technologies to
enhance operations, but are not fully dependent on that
digital technology to conduct military campaigns. For
example, a digitally-enabled state may use digital datalinks to convey off-site targeting information to a radar
facility, but would still be able to use that radar facility’s
organic targeting capability if the off-site information was
no longer available. Digitally-enabled states use technologies like digital communications and cyber intelligence to
increase their overall situational awareness and conduct
decentralized operations. They are therefore able to
conduct network-centric operations. However, they may
still have in place analog or hard-copy processes that
impact the ability to maximize network-centric warfare.
This ability to operate without digital capabilities may
be a deliberate choice by the state to build resiliency and
retain the capability to conduct platform-centric operations. It also may be an unintentional consequence of
limited resources or a limited ability to update analog
capabilities to more effective digital capabilities. The vast

It is therefore important to understand not only a state’s
(or non-state’s) cyber capabilities, but also its use of digital
technologies to conduct conventional conflict within the air,
sea, land, and space domains.
to execute, and large data transfers are either very slow
or impossible. Intelligence is primarily human, manned
aircraft photography, or non-cyber signals intelligence.
States that are digitally independent have trouble conducting coordinated, decentralized warfare and have
2

majority of states are within the spectrum of digitally-enabled nations, and range from highly proficient militaries
such as Japan and South Korea to less proficient but
emerging digital militaries like Iran and Brazil.
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Digitally-Dependent States
Digitally-dependent states rely on digital technologies to conduct conventional warfare. These states
build campaigns based on the ability to utilize digital
technologies to conduct network-centric operations.
Digitally- dependent states optimize decisionmaking
speed and situational awareness with datalinks and
virtual computing but do not retain capabilities to
conduct non-digitized operations, and therefore
have limited ability to utilize platform-centric campaigns in which weapon systems operate off-network,
independent of centralized command and control or
communication support. For example, digitally-dependent states maximize efficiencies by off-boarding
intelligence, targeting, and navigation from platforms
(for example, the aircraft carrier) to larger databases of
information centrally processed and stored in data fusion
centers. Digitally-dependent states build weapons that
are optimized with near real time information and digital
processing, but also require digital updating in order to
be effective. Few, if any, states are completely digitally
dependent yet, but many modern militaries – such as the
United States, the United
Few, if any, states Kingdom, and increasingly
China – are seeking digital
are completely
capabilities that may move
digitally
them closer to the digital
dependency spectrum.
dependent yet,
A useful way to conbut many modern
ceptualize the difference
militaries – such
between digitally-indeas the United
pendent, digitally-enabled,
States, the United and digitally-dependent
warfare is to use the analogy
Kingdom, and
of the evolution of cars. For
increasingly
instance, a 1970s sedan lacks
automatic options or digital
China – are
add-ons. Windows have to be
seeking digital
rolled down by hand; gauges
capabilities
and engine warnings are
that may move
limited to coarse measurements.
By the ’90s, that same
them closer
sedan has automatic locks
to the digital
and windows and maybe
dependency
even an unsophisticated
computer system. And 20
spectrum.
years later, that same sedan
is run by an inboard computer
and everything from locks to ignitions is remotely controlled. Further, the current sedan offers navigation and
even onboard Wi-Fi. As with our digitally-independent

nations, the 1970s sedan is not nearly as advanced as the
sedan of the ’90s or current model, but it also isn’t prone
to costly repairs of the updated features found in the ’90s
sedan. And similarly, the 1990s sedan lacks navigation
or updated computer systems, but is still drivable if its
primitive onboard computer system fails. In the sedan
of today, the digital systems undergird the entire car,
making them the most responsive, powerful, and efficient
ever. However, for these sedans (unlike their vehicular
ancestors), a digital display is not an optional feature but
a costly and necessary repair. Further, these networked
and navigated sedans of today also are vulnerable to
remote access and cyber attacks.5 For example, Fiat and
Chrysler recalled millions of cars after hackers remotely
took control of a Jeep Cherokee and drove the digitally
tricked-out car into a ditch.
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The Capability/ Vulnerability
Paradox and Digital Warfare
What does this spectrum of digital capabilities mean for
modern warfare? First, digitally-enabled warfare allows
states to project power over great distances, at condensed
time ranges, and with great precision and lethality.6 But
these highly effective digitized capabilities also introduce
new vulnerabilities to states as they become more dependent on cyber in order to operate tactically, operationally,
and strategically. Therefore, digital capabilities produce a
trade-off for states in which they must determine at what
point they are effective enough to achieve military objectives but also are able to mitigate network vulnerabilities
from an adversary’s first-move attack. The paradox of
cyber for modern warfare is that states may become
extremely effective – to the point of dominance – if they
are able to create a digitally-enabled military. However,
as states become more dominant and move from digital
enablement to digital dependence, they also become
more reliant on networks to conduct operations, thus
making them vulnerable to first strikes from opposing
adversaries (even adversaries that may not be able to
compete in a full digitally-enabled conflict). This creates
an even stranger paradox so that as states move from
digitally enabled to digitally dependent, a more powerful
state may have to take a first-move attack, despite being
overwhelmingly more capable than their adversary, to
ensure an adversary is unable to exploit network or technology vulnerabilities.

easy to interpret. As Dr. Carlo Kopp of the think tank
Air Power Australia explains, “the demands for proficiency and technical understanding of operation by
crews seen in early Cold War SAM systems no longer
exist – operators have sophisticated LCD panel displays
with synthetic presentation.”7
Furthermore, the digital system integrates targets
passed from off-board platforms and higher headquarters, enabling the same radar to prosecute more
targets with greater fidelity. Because the digital system
can process targets with greater speed and at a greater
capacity, it is also able to automatically counter electronic countermeasures such as jamming or spoofing.
Therefore, due to the capacities imbued by these digital
upgrades, the same SAM – with digital upgrades –
provides greater situational awareness and higher
probability of kill. For example, the digitally upgraded
SA-3, otherwise known as the Pechora 2M, has a
greater range of detection, higher number of targets it
can track, and an overall higher probability of kill than
the analog SA-3 (advertised .5 probability of kill with
the analog system and .72-.99 probability of kill with
the digital system).8
However, the digital system also is vulnerable to
network attack, whereas the analog system – because
of its lack of connectivity to the network and reliance
on hardware over software – is generally resilient.
The networks that the digital system connects to (for
example, the network that connects the radar to higher
headquarters), the software that the system uses to

The paradox of cyber for modern warfare is that states may
become extremely effective – to the point of dominance – if
they are able to create a digitally-enabled military … as states
become more dominant and move from digital enablement to
digital dependence, they also become more reliant on networks
to conduct operations, thus making them vulnerable to first
strikes from opposing adversaries.
To better understand this paradox, take the case of
one weapon system: an analog fire control radar on a
surface to air missile (SAM) versus a digitally upgraded
fire control radar on the same system. The analog radar
requires significant operator training; the scope is
difficult to interpret, the radar is limited in its ability to
process target location, and higher headquarters can
only pass a few instructions or targets from off-board
sources. The digital radar, on the other hand, requires
limited operator training and provides displays that are
4

process and display information, and the hardware
(which often must be outsourced) that the system uses
in its computers, servers, and modems are potential
targets for enemy attack.9 There have been reports
not only of the potential of the vulnerabilities,10 but of
actual incidents in which these air defense networks
have been attacked by a series of kinetic and non-kinetic
means. In 2007, Israeli aircraft were able to penetrate
Syrian airspace with no reaction from the fairly competent Syrian air defenses. Later reports indicated that
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the Israelis had perhaps used a cyber attack on Syria’s
upgraded air defense technologies to shut down the
systems immediately prior to the attack.11 Further,
because upgraded radar systems are highly automated
and don’t require the technician to understand the basics
of the system in order to operate, technicians who train
on and operate digital systems potentially lose the ability
to manually identify and then override any deception or
manipulation attack on the system. Therefore, the digitally upgraded fire control radar significantly increases
the capability of the missile system, but also introduces
new and potentially debilitating vulnerabilities.
This is one example of the capability/vulnerability
paradox, but it is part of a larger pattern of weapons
developments in which digitally-enabled platforms
are both more capable and more vulnerable than their
non-cyber compatriots. And because of this paradox,
digitally-enabled/dependent states can be conventionally
dominant and yet find themselves in inadvertent conflict.
The dynamic of extreme capability and critical
vulnerabilities creates two incentives for first strikes.
First, in a potential crisis scenario, a state that is less
capable has an incentive to strike first at a more capable/
digitally-dependent state’s networks because the less
capable state knows it cannot survive unless it is able to
cripple the digitally-enabled state’s advantage. Second,
as a more capable digitally-enabled state moves closer
to digital dependency, it is also incentivized to make a
first move because it cannot effectively operate without
access to networks and digital inputs and is aware of its
vulnerability. The more digitally-capable state must use
its conventional dominance to preemptively destroy the
adversary’s first strike weaponry. Therefore, in order to
maximize their chances of military victory, both the more
powerful and the less powerful state have an incentive to
move first in a crisis.
Is this paradox unique to cyber or cyber-enabled
capabilities? Likely not – but this trade-off is different

than other tit-for-tat cycles of weapon development, partly
because of the unique qualities of cyberspace. First, the
current consensus is that there is an offensive advantage
in cyberspace.12 Therefore, as we create new targets in
cyberspace with the expansion of digital weaponry, we do
not proportionally increase our ability to defend against
cyber attacks. This may change in the future with technological innovations, but in its current state the offensive
advantage in cyber makes it impossible to be both digitally
dependent and only mildly vulnerable. Cyber is further
unique from other weapons because actions in cyberspace
can be taken quickly, virtually, and remotely, to a scale not
possible with physical weapons. These characteristics may
inadvertently increase the potential for conflict escalation.
For instance, the future development of network defenses
with automated hack-backs13 could create virtual tripwires
that would inherently increase the danger of the cyber
capability/vulnerability paradox.
Cyber as an Infrastructure
The cyber capability/vulnerability paradox is also different than other types of weapons development because
the cause of this paradox is not a particular platform or
weapon capability, but the way in which cyber creates
an infrastructure of capabilities and vulnerabilities that
connects to a family of weapons and platforms. In that
sense, the advancements that cyber technologies bring to
modern conflict may be better likened to the impact of the
development of roads, railroads, or combustion engines
than to the rifle, the tank, or the aircraft carrier. Digital
technologies are integrated into every domain, across
weapon systems, and across all levels of warfare. Because
of their ubiquitous nature and infrastructural characteristics, the capabilities and the vulnerabilities they imbue are
exponential as opposed to strictly additive.
In examining analogies within infrastructure development and conflict, a historical pattern of capabilities and
vulnerabilities that illustrate the logic of the capability/

HIGH VULNERABILITY

LOW VULNERABILITY

High Capability

Digitally-dependent
Most capable
Most likely for inadvertent conflict

Not possible with current
technology

Medium Capability

Digitally-enabled

Digitally-enabled
Most stable
Best case scenario

Low Capability

Digitally-incompetent

Digitally-independent
Least likely to win conflict
Least likely for inadvertent conflict
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vulnerability paradox emerges. Take, for example, the
combustion engine. Internal combustion engines opened
up remarkable opportunities for weapons development –
from tanks to aircraft to ships, combustion engines made
nations more effective on the battlefield. But it also made
them more dependent on oil and therefore vulnerable to
disruptions in the oil supply chain. This paradox created
(and to some extent continues to create) an international
scenario in which states without access to oil, but heavily
reliant on oil to fuel their military, were induced to seek
first-move attacks in order to fend off major vulnerabilities to their oil supply. The classic example is Japan in
World War II, in which a U.S. oil embargo that threatened to ground the Japanese navy played heavily in the
Japanese decision to pre-emptively attack Pearl Harbor.
Capability/Vulnerability Paradox
Beyond the Military
Recent events demonstrate the relevance of this paradox
even beyond the military dimension. In one day, on July
8, 2015, 1,200 United Airlines flights were grounded due
to a router malfunction,14 the New York Stock Exchange
ceased trading for four hours due to a software configuration issue,15 and the Wall Street Journal website
malfunctioned after a server overload.16 And while
none of these examples include malicious attack, they
demonstrate the exponential nature of the vulnerabilities of digital dependency. As Richard Danzig points out,
“digital technologies ... are a security paradox: even as
they grant unprecedented powers, they also make users
less secure ... their concentration of data and manipulative power vastly improves the efficiency and scale of
operations, but this concentration in turn exponentially
increases the amount that can be stolen or subverted by
a successful attack. The complexity of their hardware
and software creates great capability, but this complexity spawns vulnerabilities and lowers the visibility
of intrusions ... in sum, cyber systems nourish us, but at
the same time they weaken and poison us.”17 Additionally,
these digital technologies – the Internet of Things –
that speak to each other, seamlessly derive data, share
information, and communicate with users and other
technologies also create new targets for cyber attacks
and new windows through which systems can be hacked.
Whether it is digitally-enabled home locks, remote
sprinklers, or fitness trackers, these civilian examples
of digital vulnerabilities and capabilities demonstrate
the dangerous nature of the vulnerabilities that emerge
from extreme digital capabilities.

6

U.S. Conventional Operations:
Digitally-Enabled Moving Toward
Dependence?
According to the capability/vulnerability paradox, as a
state moves toward digital dependence, there is a dangerous incentive for both adversaries and the more
capable digital-dependent state to take first-move strikes.
Therefore, digital dependencies can make crises less stable
and conflict more likely. Where is the U.S. military on the
digital spectrum and how might that impact future crises?
The United States’ relationship with digitally-enabled
warfare has evolved since its inception in the 1990s. From
rudimentary email and a handful of digitally-upgraded
weapons to a fleet of unmanned aircraft, intelligence processing facilities (distributed common ground systems),
remote operations video enhanced receivers (ROVER),
and operations command centers connected by sophisticated satellite and fiber networks, the U.S. military
has successfully built a digitally-enabled force able to
provide near real time situational awareness, precision targeting, and joint integration across and within
chains of command.
But these weapon systems increasingly are moving from
an enabled force to one that is dependent on network
targeting information, digital satellite communication to
GPS networks, and digital command operating pictures/
blue force trackers to execute the multi-line of approach,
highly complex operations of 21st-century U.S. military
campaigns. As the 2012 Defense Strategic Guidance
asserted, “modern armed forces cannot conduct hightempo, effective operations without reliable information
and communication networks and assured access to
cyberspace and space. Cyber enables U.S. success and yet
makes network-dependent operations highly vulnerable
to cross-domain cyber threats.”18 Despite this acknowledgement of the vulnerabilities inherent in a digitally
dependent strategy, the Third Offset strategy advanced
by DoD appears to go all in on the extreme capabilities of
a digitally-dependent military, investing in increasingly
automated systems, big data, and information sharing/
optimized weaponry.19
Indeed, as we appraise the weapon systems and operations that the United States has developed over the last
20 years, we see an inventory of technologies and a set
of human skills that are highly effective on the battlefield and yet also highly vulnerable to network attack.
Two examples of U.S. weapons technologies and tactics
exemplify this paradox – both of which comprise major
elements of the DoD budget, were identified in the 2014
Quadrennial Defense Review as key technologies, play
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Air Force personnel analyze intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance data through the Air Force Distributed Common Ground
System. (U.S. Air Force)

pivotal roles in the joint operational access concept, and
epitomize the Third Offset: the distributed common
ground system (DCGS) and the F-35. The vulnerabilities
inherent in these platforms, which are problematic in
their own right, are outlined in this section. However, it
is the systematic acquisition and development of similar
digitally-dependent technologies that moves the United
States toward digital dependency and makes the U.S.
military highly capable and highly vulnerable.
The Air Force DCGS, also known as the AN/GSQ-272
Sentinel, serves as the control, processing, and exploitation center for intelligence data across a wide variety
of sources – whether that be aerial overhead imagery
platforms, signals intelligence aircraft, air battle management aircraft, etc.20 According to the U.S. Air Force, each
of the 12 operational DCGS facilities boast “more than 50
ISR sorties exploited, over 1,200 hours of motion imagery
reviewed, approximately 3,000 signals intelligence
(SIGINT) reports produced, 1,250 still images exploited
and 20 terabytes of data managed daily.”21 Before digital
technologies, intelligence platforms conducted sorties,
flew home, dropped off their intelligence – whether
that be photos or electronic recordings – sent the highly
technical intelligence back to agencies that specialized

in that particular exploitation, and then disseminated
information through cables or hard copies of the
data. With the DCGS, information can be received,
processed, analyzed, and disseminated in the same
place and near real time. This provides revolutionary
threat awareness – the backbone of the blinding operations, attacks in depth, and decentralized operations
of cyber-enabled warfare.
But as critical processing centers for the U.S. military’s operations, they also are fantastic targets for
attack, whether these attacks be cyber or kinetic.
Without access to send information to these centers,
aerial platforms would have to land at their base and
upload vast quantities of information through portals
not optimized for raw intelligence or intelligence of
great magnitude. Intelligence would no longer be near
real time and operations centers once again would have
to rely on time-delayed intelligence and, potently, be
limited to raw aerial intelligence that was collected near
the operating center. Further, because these systems
are highly complex with a myriad of different inputs,
processors, and software, they walk a delicate line of
extreme capability and inoperability. In a review of a
similar platform, the DCGS-Army, the Army Test and
7
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Evaluation Command found that the extremely complicated nature of the highly networked DCGS-Army led to
the platform being too complex, unreliable, and ultimately “not survivable.”22
The F-35 presents an ideal example of the capability/
vulnerability paradox of digitally-enabled warfare. The
F-35 boasts stealth capability, integrated electronic
attack, digital displays, information sharing, and unprecedented sensor fusion.23 The F-35 is an airpower force
multiplier – the “quarterback” of air operations, utilizing
its advanced network and sensor suite to distribute
information and target allocation across the air picture.24
Instead of relying on the platform’s sensors to conduct
operations, the F-35 can take information from its own
advanced sensors and others from off-board data fusion
centers. As U.S. Navy test pilot Commander Burke stated
in an interview about the platform, “In the future, it may
not matter where the weapon comes from. I may pass the
data along, or I may fire a weapon and it may come from
somewhere else. That is where we are heading.”25 Near

Tech. Sgt. Brandon Sullivan digitally connects technical data to
an F-35 trainer as part of a weapons familiarization course. (Maj.
Karen Roganov /U.S. Air Force)
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real time integration of off-board and onboard sensors
facilitates decentralized operations, multiple lines of
effort, and effective/flexible allocation of targets, even
while in flight.
But this integration is in itself a major vulnerability
for the F-35 because it provides key cyber terrain that
must be held in order to perform its mission. And this
mission – the ability to share information and build
awareness in the air – has become central to air doctrine
in modern U.S. tactics. General Michael Hostage, previously the head of Air Combat Command, explains,
“The ability of the planes to work with each other over
a secure distributed battlespace is the essential foundation from which the air combat cloud can be built.
And the advantage of the F-35 is the nature of the global
fleet. Allied and American F-35s, whether USAF, USN, or
USMC, can talk with one another and set up the distributed operational system. Such a development can allow
for significant innovation in shaping the air combat cloud
for distributed operations in support of the Joint Force
Commander.”26 This is part of a larger plan within the
joint operational access concept to provide situational
awareness across the Pacific through the networking of
sensors and platforms. Therefore, the F-35 vulnerabilities
tied to in-flight data dissemination do not just have the
potential to limit the platform’s operational effectiveness,
but have the potential to threaten the entire operational
concept: “The strategic thrust of integrating modern
systems is to create a grid that can operate in an area as a
seamless whole, able to strike or defend simultaneously.
This is enabled by the evolution of C5ISR, and it is why ...
5th generation aircraft are not merely replacements for
existing tactical systems, but a whole new approach to
integrating defense and offense.”27
Even the maintenance and support suite of the F-35,
the Automatic Logistics Information System (ALIS),
requires network connectivity in order to manage F-35
operations. And that connectivity is potentially vulnerable. The system tracks F-35s, both in flight and on the
ground, providing information about the health of the
aircraft, where they are located, and what needs to be
done to maintain the aircraft. These are functions that,
in other platforms, are tracked by an onerous system of
manual maintenance logs and records. ALIS provides
revolutionary support to keep the F-35s healthy and
operational. However, when a U.S. Navy red team of
cyber experts attempted to infiltrate the system, not
only were they able to hack in, they were able to do so
unseen.28 Hacks into the maintenance system, without
manual backup, could ground a fleet of F-35s.
The DCGS and the F-35 are just two examples of
the move that the U.S. military is taking toward digital
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dependency. These systems are not uniquely vulnerable. Rather, they are emblematic of the increased
vulnerability that comes with increased digital dependency, a tradeoff that is seen in many other programs.
The United States also continues to invest heavily in
unmanned aircraft and precision-guided technology,
all while developing campaigns that rely on cyberspace
dominance to execute operations. At the same time, both
U.S. adversaries and elements of the U.S. military recognize the reliance and vulnerability of U.S. conventional
dominance on digital technologies. As the 2015 Chinese
Science of Military Strategy proclaims, “victory in war
first starts from victory in cyberspace; whoever seizes the
initiative in cyberspace will win the initiative in war.”29

Conclusions and The Way Forward

What does this mean for U.S. military power? In most
situations, and at most times, the digitally-enabled and
increasingly dependent force that the United States has
constructed will provide a strong deterrent and a capable
tool of coercion against adversaries. However, if the
United States continues to build weapons and campaigns
that move toward digital dependency, then it may find
itself in a tenuous situation where it must either strike
first or be prepared to function without much of its
digital capability.
What then should the United States do? First, the U.S.
military needs to focus greater attention, both within
the acquisition process and during training and tactics
development, on digital resiliency. This resiliency could
include acquiring technologies with both digital and
manual capabilities or
developing systems with
The U.S. military both automated and
man-in-the-loop modes
needs to focus
performance. But
greater attention, of
resiliency also will likely
both within
require increased manned
training and tactical profithe acquisition
ciency for back-up manual
process and
procedures and off-net
during training
(or off-datalink) operaand tactics
tions. And, perhaps most
development, on difficult, this requires
digital resiliency. building campaigns
that are not dependent
on digital capability.
The most capable and least dangerous future military
is one in which digital technologies enhance capabilities but are not uniquely critical vulnerabilities
in campaign strategies.

This is not particularly new or revolutionary, but it
does require potentially sacrificing some level of digital
effectiveness in order to mitigate vulnerabilities, making
this a difficult trade-off decision both politically and
militarily. Retaining legacy systems and hard-copy
processes is expensive and time-consuming. Building
new technologies that can operate without datalinks
or top-of-the-line computing capability may seem like
we are needlessly handcuffing ourselves. Meanwhile,
designing operational campaigns that limit critical digital
dependencies may mean that we take away valuable
training time from honing digital weapon prowess to
focus on time-consuming and less effective combat skills.
However, sacrificing some level of digital capability
may paradoxically make the United States more secure.
For instance, a recent U.S. Government Accountability
Office evaluation of the U.S. nuclear program called out
the command and control technology, which relies on
floppy disks and assembly language code, as being inefficient and almost obsolete.30 It called for technological
upgrades, but paradoxically the aging technology of the
nuclear command and control system makes the United
States less vulnerable to cyber attacks on our nuclear
weapons infrastructure.
Finally, the vast majority of discussion and policy
momentum about the role of digital technologies in
future conflict has been focused on cyber weapons
system or defense. However, this study suggests that we
must do a better job of understanding how cyber enables
conventional weapons, operation, and doctrine. Solving
this digital paradox may be difficult, but recognizing that
it exists will be the first step toward mitigating risks and
generating institutions, tactics, weapons, and operations
that long-term U.S. national security objectives.
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